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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Are you the same Harold Walker who previously submitted testimony in this 2

proceeding?3

A. Yes.4

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony?5

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of Illinois Commerce 6

Commission (“Commission”) Staff (“Staff”) witness Sheena Kight-Garlisch.  7

Specifically, I respond to Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s testimony that addresses AQUA’s cost of 8

common equity.  My surrebuttal testimony also is supported by AQUA Exhibit 9.1, 9

which is composed of six Schedules.10

Additionally, I also address Staff responses to certain AQUA data requests 11

seeking the inputs and calculation, and source documents, which underlie Ms. Kight-12

Garlisch’s conclusions in her direct testimony.  As noted in my rebuttal testimony 13

(AQUA Ex. 6.0), the Company only received these responses on June 30, 2010, the day 14

before my rebuttal testimony was filed and I reserved the right to analyze and address 15

such DR responses in surrebuttal testimony.16

II. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS17

Q. Please summarize your comments on Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s rebuttal testimony. 18

A. I respectfully disagree with Staff’s proposed return on equity (“ROE”) of 9.61 %.  Staff’s 19

proposed ROE is entirely unreasonable and should not be accepted by the Commission.  20

First, Staff’s proposal is fundamentally flawed, as I describe again, below.  Second, while 21

Staff claims it has properly looked at AQUA’s risk in this proceeding, Staff did not, nor 22

could it, explain how the Company’s risk has been reduced so dramatically as to merit the 23
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remarkable departure from historical, Commission-approved ROEs for AQUA.  (Staff 24

Ex. 8.0, 3:56-60).  As I described in rebuttal testimony, in the last 35 years, the 25

Commission only has adopted a lower ROE for a water or sewer utility on one occasion, 26

under circumstances dissimilar to those present in this proceeding.  For reasons 27

unexplained, Staff’s proposal for AQUA is a significant departure from recent cases 28

before the Commission.  Indeed, Staff offers no explanation, and there is none, to justify 29

an ROE proposal that is 77 basis points less than the Commission-approved ROE for a 30

similarly situated water utility, Illinois-American Water Company – which was awarded 31

an ROE of 10.38% just 4 months ago.  Docket No. 09-0319, Order (Apr. 13, 2010) 32

(“IAWC Rate Order”).  This departure and break from prior Commission decisions 33

negatively penalizes AQUA as compared to other water utility companies.  34

Specifically, the Commission should not accept Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s ROE 35

proposal because:36

 Staff’s rebuttal testimony proves that using the same water sample group that 37
Staff used in other rate cases would not necessitate including companies that are 38
less similar in risk to AQUA;39

 Staff abandons the weighting of a Utility Group’s ROE from the past rate cases; 40

 Staff places undue reliance on only Zacks projected growth rates;41

 Staff places sole reliance on one model to estimate the cost of equity;42

 The analysis clearly fails a comparison test of other Commission authorized 43
returns;44

 Staff’s qualitative interpretation of a capital intensity ratio is at odds with investor 45
advisory firms, credit rating agencies, public utility commissions, and investors;46

 Staff’s assumed growth rate is at odds with the facts that Staff’s Water Sample 47
group has been growing by more than two-times the rate of the growth of the 48
economy for the past 30 years;49

 Staff’s Water Sample group will prospectively grow at a higher rate than the 50
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economy as long as mandated capital improvements are required and 51
consolidation and acquisitions occur;52

 Staff’s lack of acknowledgment of the Company historically significant under-53
earning, in excess of 3.0%, of their authorized ROE which suggests the Company 54
will only earn a ROE of 6.19% to 6.50% if authorized a 9.61% ROE;55

 Staff’s proposal shows a lack of understanding of the precepts of a fair rate of 56
return, including the capital attraction standard, and the financial integrity 57
standard;58

 Staff’s position demonstrates a lack of understanding of the importance to the 59
Company’s customers and the State concerning the investment of $162 million in 60
this State’s economy since 2000, and the disincentives resulting from being 61
authorized a ROE of only 9.61%; 62

 Staff ’s position fails to recognize the likely result of financial capital fleeing the 63
State as a direct reaction to the Company being authorized a ROE of only 9.61%; 64
and65

 Staff’s position disregards the importance of regulatory stability, the importance 66
of reasonable ROEs and other regulatory signals that are analyzed by the entities 67
responsible for providing capital for future investments: investment advisory 68
firms, credit rating agencies, and investors.69

Finally, my testimony examines and refutes Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s alleged 70

criticisms of my rebuttal analysis.  As I describe later in this testimony, these claims are 71

baseless and should be rejected.72

Q. How does Staff’s recommended ROE impact AQUA and its customers?73

A. Staff’s proposal for AQUA is a significant and unexplained departure from recent cases 74

before the Commission.  Staff’s proposed ROE will have a significant negative impact on 75

AQUA and its customers.  First, Staff’s ROE would place AQUA at a competitive 76

disadvantage in the capital markets, making it more difficult and costly to obtain the 77

capital necessary to finance future infrastructure improvements.  If AQUA is unable to 78

compete to obtain capital at competitive rates, or unable to obtain capital through the 79

market, AQUA’s ability to continue to offer reliable service will be put at risk.  Such a 80
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result does not benefit customers or Kankakee’s regional economy.  Second, Staff’s 81

proposal disregards recent Commission decisions and upends traditional notions of 82

regulatory certainty.  Staff offers no basis, and there is none, to abandon the use of 83

sample groups that the Commission historically has employed for water and sewer 84

utilities: this includes abandoning a sample group that the Commission used to determine 85

Illinois-American’s ROE in its last rate case.  In short, disregard for regulatory certainty 86

makes it virtually impossible for a small water company to properly plan for future 87

investments in its infrastructure.  This result benefits no one, and contradicts long-88

standing notions of sound regulatory policy.  89

Q. Given the flaws in Staff’s ROE analysis, what is your proposed solution?90

A. I continue to propose that the Commission adopt an ROE of 11.30% for AQUA.  (See 91

Walker Dir., Aqua Ex. 3.0).  I used several models to help me in formulating my 92

recommended common equity cost rate including discounted Cash Flow (“DCF”), 93

Capital Asset Pricing Model (“CAPM”) and Risk Policy (“RP”).  Based upon the results 94

of my entire analysis, I conclude AQUA’s current common equity cost rate is 11.30% 95

and the current range of common equity cost for AQUA is 10.7% to 12.0%, overlaps 96

Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s range of common equity cost rate for her Utility Group of 10.0% to 97

10.9%.98

Staff has not provided any new evidence or explanation that supports her 99

recommendation that the cost of equity, ROE, has changed drastically from the 10.35% to 100

12.56% range, and averaged 10.86% ROE authorized for other water and sewer utilities 101

over the last two years.  Instead, Staff offers a mechanical analysis without considering 102

real world consequences.  AQUA, its customers, and Illinois’ economy is likely to suffer 103
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the brunt of the impact that adoption of Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s unreasonable 104

recommendation will have as financial capital flees the State.105

III. RESPONSE TO MS. KIGHT-GARLISCH’S REBUTTAL TESTIMONY106

Q. Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch correct that sufficient data is not available to perform the 107

analyses for the water sample used by Staff in the IAWC Rate Order?108

A. No.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s selection criteria requiring a projected growth rate from Zacks 109

is the only reason why she selected her five companies instead of the eight companies 110

used in the IAWC Rate Order.111

Ms. Kight-Garlisch could have easily increased the number of companies in her 112

Water Group had her analysis not unnecessarily restricted inclusion to having a projected 113

growth rate from Zacks.  Additional projected growth rates from First Call, Reuters, 114

Zacks, and Value Line are available for all the eight companies used in the IAWC Rate 115

Order.  These growth rates produce a current DCF cost rate for the IAWC Rate Order 116

Water Group of 10%, or 85 basis points higher than Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s 9.15%1 Water 117

Group DCF cost rate.118

It is simply not correct to assume that investors rely only upon the Zacks growth 119

rates when other well known published sources of projected growth rates from First Call, 120

Reuters, and Value Line are available.  Investors, analysts, and other public utility 121

commissions rely upon a wide range of sources of projected growth.  Accordingly, stock 122

prices reflect a wide range of sources of projected growth.  It is just not practical or 123

realistic to believe stock prices only reflect growth rates from Zacks when other well 124

known published sources of projected growth are available.125

                                                

1
The 9.15% cost rate is prior to Ms. Kight-Garlisch correcting the error in her DCF for California Water Service. 
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Currently, as of August 8, 2010, two of the five companies, or 40% of the 126

companies contained in Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s Water Group, no longer have Zacks’ 127

projected growth rates.  Thus, according to Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s criteria, they would be 128

dropped from her Water Group.  Eliminating these two companies from Ms. Kight-129

Garlisch’s Water Group would result in three water companies remaining in her Water 130

Group, an unreasonably small number.  Clearly, a more balanced approach is needed.  131

Again, this departure from past precedent creates an unexplained and unfair result for 132

AQUA. 133

Q. Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch implication that you used an incorrect beta when calculating 134

the CAPM analysis used in the IAWC Rate Order and AQUA 2008 correct?  (Staff 135

Ex. 8.0, 5:83-84).136

A. No.  I used a weighted average beta of 0.87 as used by Staff in AQUA 20082 and a 137

weighted average beta of 0.68 as used by Staff in the IAWC Rate Order.  The weighted 138

average beta is the estimated average beta of the three sources of beta used by Staff, not 139

the “regression beta” implied by Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s rebuttal testimony.140

I concur with Ms. Kight-Garlisch that her Water Group’s cost of common equity 141

estimate may be understated by 35 basis points (29 + 41 = 70 ÷ 2 = 35) due to relying on 142

only five companies instead of eight companies used in AQUA 2008 and IAWC 2009.  143

(Staff Ex. 8.0, 5:88-93).144

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch testifies that, “expanding a sample would necessitate including 145

companies that are less similar in risk to the target utility.”  (Staff Ex. 8.0, 5:98-99).  146

                                                

2
On August 27, 2008, AQUA was authorized a return on equity of 10.75% in Docket Nos. 07-0620, 07-0621, and 

08-0067 regarding AQUA’s water and sewer divisions of Hawthorn Woods, Willowbrook, and Vermilion.  I use the 
acronym “AQUA 2008” to refer to this rate case.
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She adds that, “although five companies is a small sample, the water sample is more 147

comparative to the risk of Aqua.”  (Id. at 5:102-6:104).  Do you agree with 148

Ms. Kight-Garlisch?149

A. I agree that five companies is a small sample.  However, I do not agree that expanding 150

Staff’s sample would necessitate including companies that are less similar in risk to 151

AQUA.  In fact, Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s own Schedule 8.01 proves her testimony to be 152

incorrect. 153

On Staff Schedule 8.01, in describing this schedule, Ms. Kight-Garlisch states that 154

the column “sumdis” “presents the distance between each utility in the data base and 155

AQUA.  As the value of ‘sumdis’ increases, the difference in risk from Aqua increases.”  156

(Staff Ex. 8.0, 5:fn. 8).  Using this schedule, I compared Staff’s Water Group from IAWC 157

2009.  California Water Service, one of Staff’s five water companies in this proceeding, 158

is listed as number 22 in the left-hand column.  However, the other seven water 159

companies used in Staff’s proposal IAWC Rate Order Water Group are all listed before 160

(i.e., less risk according to Staff) California Water Service.  In fact, three of the eight 161

companies used in IAWC Rate Order are not used by Ms. Kight-Garlisch in the current 162

case are listed as numbers 3, 7, and 18 in the left-hand column of Schedule 8.01.  This 163

proves all water companies used by Staff in the IAWC Rate Order Water Group are 164

comparable in risk to AQUA because California Water Service is used by Ms. Kight-165

Garlisch in the current case and is listed as number 22 of her Schedule 8.01.166

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch claims, or implies, that you failed to interpret Staff’s principal 167

component scores correctly.  (Staff Ex. 8.0, 6:111-12).  Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch 168

correct?169
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A. No.  The rankings that I assigned in my rebuttal, Schedule 3 Aqua Ex. 6.1 REV, are 170

based on a quantitative, or numerical, reading of Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s principal 171

component scores.  That is, when her principal component scores indicated “company X” 172

was riskier than “company Y”, I assigned a higher risk ranking to “company X”, based 173

on the numerical value of the principal component scores.  Moreover, I was able to 174

confirm my quantitative analysis of the principal component scores that indicated AQUA 175

is higher risk than Staff’s Water Group based upon other quantitative metrics used by 176

common equity investors and creditors presented in my rebuttal testimony.  (Aqua 177

Ex. 6.0 REV, lines 422-423).178

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch states that you “incorrectly reverse[s] the order of the factor 4 179

principal component scores.”  (Staff Ex. 8.0, 6:123).  She adds that you “wrongly 180

assign[s] the score with the most risk ‘3’ and the score with the least risk ‘1’.”  (Id. 181

at 6:124-7:125).  Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch correct?182

A. No.  The numerical values, or quantitative values, of the principal component scores 183

produced the assigned rankings.  I believe that Staff is misunderstanding or failing to 184

fully appreciate capital intensity, the factor 4 principal component score.  Staff appears to 185

mistakenly believe that a high capital intensity ratio3 indicates low risk based on her 186

claim that it creates a market barrier to entry for a water utility and therefore, can 187

“insulate a company from competition.”  (Staff Ex. 3.0, 35:687-688).188

A high capital intensity ratio may indicate a market barrier to entry if one were to 189

compare a home-made lemonade stand to owning a restaurant but it does not indicate low 190

                                                

3
See Staff’s response to Company’s data request 24.
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risk for water utilities.  In fact, capital intensity is not a market barrier to entry for a water 191

utility; the franchise certificate is the barrier to entry for a water utility.192

The risk associated with a high capital intensity ratio is well known to Wall Street 193

analysts, credit rating agencies, and public utility commissions.  For example, both 194

Janney Montgomery Scott LLC and A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. use high capital intensity 195

as an indication of risk for water utilities.  The National Association of Regulatory Utility 196

Commissioners (“NARUC”) issues “comment letters”4 to financial regulators at the SEC 197

and to members of congress mentioning the high capital intensity ratio.  Standard & 198

Poor’s (“S&P”), a major credit rating agency, states capital intensity impacts risk, 199

“factors with a high level of impact on credit risk are cyclicality, competition, capital 200

intensity, technological risk, regulation/deregulation, and energy cost sensitivity.”5201

Q. Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s argument that growth rates that are not updated daily 202

affect their usefulness correct?203

A. No.  Publishers and vendors of projected growth rates provide their projections in varying 204

forms on a subscription basis.  The frequency and format of an update of projected 205

growth rates will generally impact the cost of subscription.  However, the frequency and 206

format of the updates do not impact their usefulness since investors ultimately rely upon 207

the published projected growth rates.  Therefore, since investors rely upon the published 208

projections, they are reflected in stock prices.209

                                                

4
Letter to U.S. House of Representatives member regarding National Infrastructure Development Act – H.R. 3896, 

May 21, 2008 and Letter to Securities and Exchange Commission regarding File S7-27-08 – NARUC Comments on 
SEC Release No. 33-8982 - “Roadmap for the Potential Use of Financial Statements prepared in accordance with 
International Financial Standards by U.S. Issuers”, April 20, 2009.

5
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, General: Corporate Ratings Criteria 2008, 4/15/08, pg 14.
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Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch claims that the projected growth rates presented in your 210

rebuttal testimony produces a current DCF cost rate of 9.72% for Staff’s position in 211

the IAWC Rate Case water sample, not 10%.  (Staff Ex. 8.0, p. 8).  Is she correct?212

A. No.  Schedule 1 contains the inputs and results of the DCF.  Page 1 of Schedule 1 shows 213

the results of applying Staff’s multi-stage DCF model and page 2 of Schedule 1 shows 214

the results of applying my multi-stage DCF model.  As shown on Schedule 1, Staff’s 215

multi-stage DCF model produced a then current DCF cost rate, as of 6/24/10, of 10.10% 216

and my multi-stage DCF model produced a then current DCF cost rate of 9.96%.6  The 217

average of these results suggests a then current, as of 6/24/10, DCF cost rate of 10% for 218

the IAWC Rate Order Water Sample.219

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch claims you testified that the water industry will continue to 220

grow faster than the overall economy over the long term.  Is this a fair 221

representation of your rebuttal testimony?222

A. No.  My rebuttal testimony (Aqua Ex. 6.0 Rev, lines 354-358) states:223

Staff did not provide any proof that investors in water companies 224
expect their investment to grow at the same rate as the national 225
economy.  Clearly, there are new growth opportunities available 226
for IOUs to grow faster than the national economy through 227
acquisition of Government controlled water/wastewater 228
establishments and small IOUs.229

My testimony is that investors in water companies expect their investment to 230

grow at a higher rate than the economy.  I did not testify, nor do I believe, that investors 231

in water companies expect their investment to grow faster than the economy over the 232

long-term.  The distinction between what I testified to in my rebuttal and what Ms. Kight-233

                                                

6
The range of the results, 9.96% to 10.10%, reflects the fact that Staff’s multi-stage DCF model is a quarterly 

model; while my multi-stage DCF model is an annual model.
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Garlisch implies in her rebuttal testimony involves her use of the term “long-term.”  234

Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s use of the term “long-term” refers to the 3rd-stage of growth 235

assumed in her multi-stage DCF model.236

Schedule 2 of my surrebuttal testimony shows a comparison between the growth 237

of the economy, measured by GDP, and growth of Staff’s Water Group over the last 238

30 years.  As summarized in Table 1, below, Staff’s Water Group has grown at more than 239

twice the rate of the economy.  The acquisitions and the U.S. Environmental Protection 240

Agency’s (“EPA”) mandated capital improvements within the water industry began over 241

the last 10 to 15 years.  During these time periods, Staff’s Water Group has grown about 242

three times the rate of the economy.  Government-controlled establishments manage or 243

own about 86% of all water supplies.  The 14% of water supplies that are managed or 244

owned by investor owned utilities (“IOU”) consist of both companies with common stock 245

that are either actively traded or inactively traded and companies that are closely held, or 246

not publicly traded.  The percentage of all water supplies that are managed or owned by 247

larger IOUs, and the percentage wastewater systems managed or owned by larger IOUs, 248

will increase overtime as the cost of infrastructure replacement and regulatory 249

compliance becomes prohibitive for Government-controlled establishments and small 250

IOUs. 251
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Comparison Between Growth of the

Gross Domestic Product vs. Staff's Water Group 

Rate of Growth Staff's Water 
Group Growth 

Rate Times 
Greater Than GDPTime Period

Gross Domestic 
Product  

Staffs Water 
Group

1981 to 2009 352% 784% 2.2

1984 to 2009 259% 471% 1.8

1989 to 2009 158% 305% 1.9

1994 to 2009 99% 262% 2.6

1999 to 2009 51% 125% 2.5

2004 to 2009 19% 54% 2.9

Table 1252

Investment advisory services project a similar growth for the water industry due 253

to consolidation and both required and mandate investments:254

The Environmental Protection Agency suggests that most water 255
infrastructures are insufficient and are in need of significant repair, 256
if not replacement.  In fact, data reveals that nearly half of the257
water pipes currently in place will be classified as inadequate by 258
the end of the decade, requiring major investment.  Unfortunately, 259
most providers do not have the finances to meet these 260
commitments and will be forced to seek outside financing to stay 261
afloat.262

Many of the current water systems were built decades ago and 263
have grown outdated and require significant maintenance or 264
complete overhauls.  This, coupled with the growing threat of 265
bioterrorism, ought to continue driving maintenance and 266
infrastructure costs higher, forcing many cash strapped companies 267
to seek out financiers.  Many smaller operations, meanwhile, 268
unable to meet the capital requirements, are looking to get out.  269
Southwest Water, for example, has announced that it has accepted 270
a buyout offer from a group of independent investors.  As a result, 271
it is likely nearing the end of its days in our Survey.  This can be a 272
boon to some of the larger players, such as Aqua America, which 273
has used the consolidation trend as a way to build its business at a 274
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relatively low start-up cost.  M&A activity ought to remain 275
widespread. (Bolding added)7276

The distinction between Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s rebuttal testimony and my 277

testimony lies in the length of time each of the three stages of growth occur in the multi-278

stage DCF.  The first-stage of growth, or stage-one, is the near term growth rate.  Staff 279

assumes this to be equal to projected growth in Earnings Per Share (“EPS”) and this 280

begins in the first year and lasts through the fifth year.  The second-stage of growth, or 281

stage-two, is the transitional growth between the first and the third stage.  In this instance, 282

the stage-two growth rate is the average of the first and the third stage and Staff assumes 283

this to begin in the sixth year and last through the tenth year.  The third-stage of growth, 284

or stage-three, is the steady state growth rate.  Staff assumes this stage (1) to be equal to 285

the long-term growth of the economy, and (2) to begin in the 11th year and last through 286

eternity.287

My testimony is investors in water companies expect their investment to grow at a 288

higher rate than the economy.  This has consistently occurred over the last 30 years as 289

shown on Schedule 2; prospectively, this will likely occur again for the next 30, 50 or 290

more than 100 years.  This will occur as long as mandated capital improvements are 291

required and consolidation and acquisition occurs.  My criticism of Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s 292

multi-stage DCF model is the length of time the second-stage of growth, or stage-two, is 293

assumed to occur. She assumes it will occur from the sixth year through the tenth year.  I 294

believe investors assume it will last for 30, 50 or more than 100 years; mirroring the time 295

period with mandated capital improvements and additional consolidation and acquisition 296

within the water industry.297

                                                

7
The Value Line Investment Survey, Water Utility Industry, April 23, 2010, pg. 1790.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Staff's DCF

Staff's Multi-
Stage DCF 
Estimate

First Stage 
Growth 

Rate

Third Stage 
Growth 

Rate

Last Year of 
1st Stage 
Growth

Last Year of 
2nd Stage 
Growth

4/21/2010

Staff's Water Group 9.18% 6.13% 5.40% 5 10

Staff's Water Group 9.31% 6.13% 5.40% 5 30

Staff's Water Group 9.38% 6.13% 5.40% 5 50

Staff's Water Group 9.43% 6.13% 5.40% 5 100

6/24/2010

IAWC2009 Water Group 10.10% 8.01% 5.40% 5 10

IAWC2009 Water Group 10.63% 8.01% 5.40% 5 30

IAWC2009 Water Group 10.84% 8.01% 5.40% 5 50

IAWC2009 Water Group 10.98% 8.01% 5.40% 5 100

Table 2298

Table 2 summarizes a sensitivity analysis of Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s multi-stage 299

DCF model8 to changes in the duration of the length of time the second-stage of growth, 300

or stage-two, is assumed to occur.  For example in her direct testimony, based on stock 301

prices on 4/21/10, Ms. Kight-Garlisch second-stage of growth was assumed to occur from 302

the sixth year and last through the tenth year and produces an average DCF cost rate of 303

9.18%.  When her second-stage of growth is assumed to occur from sixth year and last 304

through the 30th year, an average DCF cost rate of 9.31% is calculated.  Staff’s indicated 305

DCF cost rate increases as the duration of the second-stage of growth increases.  If the 306

second-stage of growth is assumed to last 50 years or 100 years, the DCF increases from 307

                                                

8
Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s multi-stage DCF model was provided in response to AQUA data request 13.
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9.38% to 9.43% and eventually reaches its highest point of 9.71% as the length of second 308

stage is extended.309

Table 2 also shows the impact on Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s DCF when the IAWC 310

Rate Order Water Group is used and the source of information for the first-stage growth 311

rate is expanded from solely Zacks to additional projected growth rates from First Call, 312

Reuters, Zacks, and Value Line.  This second sensitivity analysis of Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s 313

multi-stage DCF model, based on stock prices on 6/24/10, begins with a base cost rate of 314

10.10% based on the duration of her second-stage of growth occurring from sixth year 315

through the tenth year.  When her second-stage of growth is assumed to occur from the 316

sixth year and last through the 30th year, an average DCF cost rate of 10.63% is 317

calculated.  Staff’s indicated DCF cost rate increases as the duration of the second-stage 318

of growth increases.  If the second-stage of growth is assumed to last 50 years or 100 319

years, the DCF increases from 10.84% to 10.98% and eventually reaches its highest point 320

of 12.05% as the length of second stage is extended.  The aforementioned highest point is 321

the product of the multi-stage DCF model paralleling a constant-growth model as the 322

duration of the second-stage of growth increases.323

Q. Did Ms. Kight-Galrisch use a single-stage DCF model in her analysis?324

A. Yes.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch used a constant-growth, or single-stage DCF model to 325

determine the market return used in her CAPM analysis.9  This fact contradicts both her 326

direct and rebuttal testimonies regarding the necessity of using a multi-stage DCF.327

Q. Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch testimony that value lines’ market return used in your CAPM 328

is based on a DCF correct?329

                                                

9
Staff's single-stage DCF model used to determine the market return used in her CAPM analysis was provided in 

response to Company data request 18.
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A. No.  Value Line’s market return is based on a published numerical value.  Value Line 330

does not perform a DCF-based cost of equity estimate to determine their published 331

numerical value.  Moreover, I did not use a DCF-based cost of equity model to determine 332

the market return component of my CAPM analysis.  In the current proceeding, 333

Ms. Kight-Garlisch is the only witness to employ a DCF-based cost of equity estimated 334

market return component in her CAPM analysis.335

Q. Is Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s testimony concerning changes in stock prices and dividend 336

yields a fair representation of your rebuttal testimony?337

A. No.  My rebuttal testimony regarding changes in stock prices and dividend yields was 338

intended to be only a piece of the evidence, not the totality of evidence that Staff’s 339

recommended ROE of 9.61% is unreasonable.  In my rebuttal I proved:340

 The Commission has authorized ROE for water and sewer utilities that ranged 341
from 10.35% to 12.56% and averaged 10.86% over the last two years;342

 The Commission authorized a ROE of 10.75% in AQUA2008 and a 10.38% in 343
IAWC2009;344

 The Staff’s estimated risk-free rate or Treasury bond yield used in Staff’s risk 345
premium has increased 12 basis points since AQUA2008 and has increased 53 346
basis points since IAWC2009;347

 In June 2010, the State of Illinois sold $300 million of bonds at a priced to yield 348
7.1%, a 40% increase in the yield premium over Treasury Bonds from just two 349
months ago;350

 Staff’s mechanistic risk analyses of their Water Group, their Utility Group and 351
subject company show no discernable change in risk between AQUA2008, 352
IAWC2009 and the current case;353

 The risk barometers of basic money cost rates, the VIX and TED spread, which 354
measure risk of equities market and credit risk have increased; 355

 Stock prices of Staff’s Water Group have fallen since AQUA2008 and 356
IAWC2009; and357

 Dividend yields for Staff’s Water Group have increased since AQUA2008 and 358
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IAWC2009.359

In my rebuttal, it was the totality of evidence summarized above that was intended 360

to demonstrate Staff’s recommended ROE of 9.61% is unreasonable; not simply stock 361

prices and dividend yield have changed as portrayed by Staff.362

Q. Do you have any comments regarding Staff’s testimony that AQUA’s ability to 363

access capital is not based on its assets, earnings, and cash flow?364

A. Yes.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch believes that since AQUA’s parent company, Aqua America, 365

raises all external equity capital, access to and the ability to attract common equity capital 366

is based upon the resources of Aqua America.  The capital attraction standard, a precept 367

of a fair rate of return, requires that the entity, AQUA, be able to attract capital at all 368

times.  Moreover, the financial integrity standard, another precept of a fair rate of return, 369

requires the return assures confidence in the financial soundness of the AQUA, not its 370

parent company.371

A sole shareholder like Aqua America prefers that a utility subsidiary must 372

exhibit the ability to attract the capital it requires as a prerequisite to the initiation to 373

warrant new common equity investment.  AQUA is dedicated to providing the best 374

possible water service at a reasonable cost consistent with adequate compensation for 375

investors.  The ability to attract needed capital is dependent upon consistently achieving 376

adequate earnings, which result from providing exceptional quality water and service for 377

customers through the state operating companies.  378

The level of an authorized return on equity provides an indication, or lack thereof, 379

of regulatory support for the utilities that a commission regulates.  It provides a familiar 380

benchmark that can be compared from one utility to another.  To retain existing capital 381

and to attract new capital, the authorized rate of return on common equity must be high 382
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enough to satisfy investors’ requirements at all times; including periods of economic 383

uncertainty.384

Aqua America purchased AQUA in 1999.  Since that time, AQUA has invested 385

an additional $162 million into property, plant and equipment based on capital 386

expenditures (“CAPX”) as shown on Schedule 4.  Yet since 2000, AQUA has only 387

received a return of $59 million based on depreciation and amortization expense 388

(“DEP”).  This indicates that AQUA has been investing about 2.7 more in new CAPX 389

than it recovers in DEP.  The numbers for the Kankakee Division are even more striking.  390

Since 2000, the Kankakee Division has invested $92 million in CAPX and received a 391

return of $21 million.  The Kankakee Division has been investing about 4.4 more in new 392

CAPX than it recovers in DEP.  These new dollars of CAPX investment flowed directly 393

into the State’s economy and represent real growth in the State’s economy.  AQUA 394

cannot make additional large CAPX if they are not able to earn a fair and comparable rate 395

of return since they are investing about 4.4 times more than what they are returning in 396

DEP. 397

A company’s authorized ROE is fundamental to its ability to attract capital and 398

finance CAPX.  399

Whether generated by the regulated or deregulated side of the 400
business, profitability is critical for utilities because of the need to 401
fund investment-generating capacity, maintain access to external 402
debt and equity capital, and make acquisitions.  Profit potential and 403
stability is a critical determinant of credit protection.  A company 404
that generates higher operating margins and returns on capital also 405
has a greater ability to fund growth internally, attract capital 406
externally, and withstand business adversity.  Earnings power 407
ultimately attests to the value of the company’s assets, as well.  In 408
fact, a company’s profit performance offers a litmus test of its 409
fundamental health and competitive position.410
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Accordingly, the conclusions about profitability should confirm the 411
assessment of business risk, including the degree of advantage 412
provided by the regulatory environment.10413

Credit rating agencies regard regulation as a prime determinant of credit quality 414

especially when a utility has a large CAPX program.415

Regulation is the most critical aspect that underlies regulated 416
integrated utilities’ creditworthiness.  Regulatory decisions can 417
profoundly affect financial performance.  Our assessment of the 418
regulatory environments in which a utility operates is guided by 419
certain principles, most prominently consistency and predictability, 420
as well as efficiency and timeliness.  For a regulatory process to be 421
considered supportive of credit quality, it must limit uncertainty in 422
the recovery of a utility's investment.  They must also eliminate, or 423
at least greatly reduce, the issue of rate-case lag, especially when a 424
utility engages in a sizable capital expenditure program.11425

Q. Do you have any additional insights regarding Staff’s testimony that AQUA’s ability 426

to access capital is not based on its assets, earnings, and cash flow?427

A. Yes.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch’s testimony regarding (1) capital attraction and financial 428

integrity standard, and (2) the VIX and TED spread, misapprehends the manner in which 429

capital markets function.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch testifies the following regarding the VIX 430

and the TED spread:431

The VIX and TED spread do not assess investor requirements for a 432
water company. The VIX and TED spread are broad measures that 433
reflect the market overall. Neither measure reflects the risks or 434
costs specific to the Utility Sector, let alone the Water Industry.  435

(Staff Ex 8.0, 18:376-379(emphasis added))436

                                                

10
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, Criteria, Utilities: Key Credit Factors: Business And Financial Risks In The 

Investor-Owned Utilities Industry, 11/26/08, pgs 8-9.
11

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, Criteria, Utilities: Key Credit Factors: Business And Financial Risks In The 
Investor-Owned Utilities Industry, 11/26/08, pg 7.
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The Volatility Index, or VIX, and the TED spread provide quantifiable changes in 437

basic money cost rates and are risk barometers.  The VIX is more a gauge related to risk 438

of U.S. equities market and the TED spread measures credit risk.  Both of the measures 439

of these risk barometers impact AQUA’s cost of capital since financial capital is fluid and 440

this concept is essential to understanding how the capital markets truly operate. 441

Financial capital flows away from anticipated economical crises.  Everything is 442

not just driven by interest rates, cash flow or earnings.  Financial capital is global, and 443

that means it freely moves in and out of our economy and all economies.  Therefore, the 444

price of financial capital is never determined solely by simplistic domestic issues, but by 445

global issues.  Globally, we are in a debt crisis, or more precisely, an international debt 446

crisis. This means that capital can fly internationally in an instant to perceived quality.  447

This flight is often referred to as flight to quality.448

Financial capital is fluid and seeks and finds an appropriate return for a given 449

level of risk. If a government or a company puts an extra layer of risk over the top, the 450

capital will not remain there and there may be cascading effects on seemingly unrelated 451

entities. 452
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453

Figure 1454

Financial capital is fluid.  It can flow from one company to another company, 455

from one region to another region.  A rate decision that departs from prior rulings, 456

particularly where there is no rational support for the departure, injects regulatory 457

uncertainty into the marketplace.  A company can lose their investors, as well as make 458

seemingly unrelated companies lose their investors, when there has been no real change 459

in circumstances, yet a decision breaks from past rulings.  The rate decision in this 460

proceeding will impact all utility companies that are regulated in Illinois.  Similar 461

occurrences also happen in local economies as a result of controversial decision; financial 462

capital flees cities, counties, states and countries just to avoid taxes.  A similar occurrence 463

may result if Staff’s unreasonable low ROE is authorized in these proceedings. 464

Q. Does Ms. Kight-Garlisch address the company’s history of under-earning its 465

authorized ROE?466

A. Her testimony fails to consider this important issue.  Mr. Smeltzer, Chief Financial 467

Officer for AQUA discusses this topic more thoroughly in his surrebuttal testimony.  468

ALL FINANCIAL CAPITAL IS FLUID

Capital flows away 
from anticipated 

economical crises.
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However, based on Staff’s response to AQUA DR 11, I do not think Staff is aware, or if 469

Staff is, Staff does not think the Company’s likelihood of under-earning is significant.  In 470

response to this data request, Staff provided a very telling response regarding Staff’s 471

opinion on whether the Company would likely under-earn their authorized ROE.  Staff’s 472

response to AQUA DR 11 is attached as Exhibit 9.1, Schedule 6 to this testimony.473

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch questions the usefulness of observing recent Commission 474

authorized ROE for other water utilities.  Why do you believe it is useful to consider 475

recent Commission-authorized ROE for other water utilities?476

A. First, the investment community reviews this information.  Second, I believe observing 477

recent commission-authorized ROEs for other water utilities is a means of meeting the 478

comparable standard, a precept of a fair rate of return and, ultimately, provides a test to 479

measure the reasonableness of result.  Over the last two years, the Commission has 480

authorized ROEs for water and sewer utilities that ranged from 10.35% to 12.56%, and 481

averaged 10.86%.  The 10.35% to 12.56% range relates to authorized ROEs for 16 water 482

and sewer utilities.  Thirteen of the aforementioned 16 water and sewer utilities, or 81% 483

of the companies, are subsidiaries of either AQUA or IAWC.  Accordingly, I believe this 484

fact proves AQUA is at least similar in overall risk to the companies whose authorized 485

ROEs were observed in my rebuttal testimony. Further, I believe it is reasonable to 486

conclude that AQUA may have more overall risk than IAWC.  Ms. Kight-Garlisch notes 487

that some, at most three, of the observed companies are very small companies “with no 488

access to the public equity market, neither directly nor indirectly through affiliates” (Staff 489

Ex. 8.0, 17: 351-352).  490

In order to verify the range of the water and sewer authorized ROEs, I recently 491

reviewed a report published by the Commission’s Financial Analysis Division, updated 492
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February 2, 2010, regarding rate case histories of Commission-regulated utilities.  It 493

reveals a range of authorized ROE from 9.99% to 12.10% and averaged 10.69% for 15 494

gas and electric utilities over the past two years.  Clearly, the range of these authorized 495

returns proves the inadequacy of Staff’s recommendation for AQUA of only 9.61%.  496

Wall Street and major credit rating agencies believe regulation and an adequate 497

level of authorized ROE is critical to a company’s ability to attract capital.  An investor’s 498

advisory report12 published by Janney Montgomery Scott LLC had the following 499

information regarding the roll of regulation and an adequate level of authorized ROE play 500

in capital attraction:501

Regulation can make or break a utility.  As such, we believe it is 502
imperative to follow the regulatory nuances at the state level across 503
the water utility sector. (pg 1)504

When we evaluate the regulatory climate of a state, we focus on 505
three key items: consistency of regulatory treatment, allowed 506
ROE, and efforts to minimize the effects of regulatory lag. (pg 4)507

We view 10.0% as floor, and take a negative view on allowed 508
returns below that level, as we believe it is more difficult for 509
utilities sub-par returns to attract investment and generate earnings 510
growth.  Conversely, we believe ROEs of 10.5% or higher provide 511
a more attractive incentive for utilities to allocate capital 512
expenditure dollars, and for investors to provide equity capital. 513
(pg 5)514

Similarly, an investor’s research report13 published Fitch Ratings Ltd had the 515

following information regarding the roll of regulation and an adequate level of authorized 516

ROE play in capital attraction:517

                                                

12
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC, Industry Report, Water Utility Sector, February 24, 2009. The bolding and 

italicization is contained in the report.
13

Fitch Ratings Ltd., Fitch’s Review of Utility ROE Trends, March 22, 2010.
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The adequacy of ROEs authorized to regulated utilities by state 518
regulatory commissions is important for fixed-income investors. In 519
cost-of-service regulation, the ROE provides a cushion for 520
bondholders against deviations in operating expenses, electricity 521
sales, and other adverse circumstances and contributes to the 522
differentiation in ratings. (pg 1)523

Fitch reviewed 41 rate case decisions that occurred in 2009 and 524
early 2010 to determine if the long-term downward trend of 525
allowed ROEs over the past 20 years persisted. Fitch concluded 526
that contrary to investors’ perception, there is evidence that ROEs 527
have stabilized over the past five years. ROEs authorized in 2009 528
and so far in 2010 average 10.47%, which is within the prior five-529
year range of 10.26%−10.52%. (pg 1)530

In the Fitch sample group, the 2009−2010 median authorized ROE for ‘A’ rated 531

companies was 10.3% versus the 2009−2010 median authorized ROE of ‘BBB’ rated 532

companies of 10.4%, indicating no significant difference in authorized ROEs associated 533

with different rating categories in these decisions. (pg 2)534

Q. Ms. Kight-Garlisch references a 9.82% ROE in Docket Nos. 09-0548/09-0549 (cons.) 535

in support of her recommended ROE of 9.61%.  (Staff Ex. 8.0, 17:353-356).  Do you 536

have any comments regarding this testimony?537

A. Yes.  In short, the docket to which she cites is inapposite to this proceeding.  In Docket 538

Nos. 09-0548/09-0549 (Cons.), the proposed order recently issued in the rate cases for 539

Utility Inc. companies Lake Wildwood and Apple Canyon adopts Staff’s recommended 540

ROE of 9.82%.  First, while I am not an attorney, it is my understanding that a proposed 541

order has no effect.  Rather, a Commission Order controls.  Second, together these 542

companies serve less than 1,400 metered customers, the majority of which have 543

connection to service, but do not regularly use service.  Third, unlike this proceeding, 544

Staff used a balanced 50%/50% weighting of the estimated cost rates of the Water Group 545

and the Utility Group in reaching their recommended ROE rather than the 1/3 -2/3 546
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weighting that Staff used here.  Fourth, Staff made no adjustments for risk differences 547

between the subject company and the comparison groups. 548

If the Utilities, Inc. proceeding offers any insight, it begs the question: How can 549

Staff be applying a different ROE methodology and proposing an ROE that is 21 basis 550

points higher for two utilities when there was no adjustment for risk differences? Staff, 551

however, fails to address that point in testimony.552

VI. CONCLUSION553

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony?554

A. Yes.555




